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Recently, the use of micro-Doppler (µD) radar signatures for classification has become an
area of focus, in particular for the case of dynamic targets where many components are in-
teracting over time. To fully exploit the signature information, individual scattering centers
may be extracted and associated over the full target observation. Due to the complexity of
the target signature, the automated analysis is very difficult. However, the availability of
ultra-fine resolution or micro-range (µR) resolution along with target scattering knowledge,
can aid this process immensely. Here, we describe a feature extraction algorithm which uti-
lizes both µD and µR data. We apply this algorithm to measured data to gain knowledge
of dismount-radar phenomenology. Specifically, we associate µD/µR features to physical
human components resulting in an intuitive and physically-relevant model. Additionally,
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In this dissertation, we extend the field of human radar signature exploitation to include
micro-range (µR) processing in addition to micro-Doppler (µD). We develop an algorithm
for µR-µD decomposition of a human signature and demonstrate its effectiveness on mea-
sured data. Through this decomposition, we conduct the first radar cross section (RCS)
study of constituent body parts using measured X-band data.. This chapter, specifically,
introduces the motivation behind this research topic (Sec. 1.1), describes the contributions
(Sec. 1.2), and outlines the remainder of the dissertation (Sec. 1.3).
1.1 Motivation
Radar improvements recently allowed intra-target motions to be detected via small induced
frequency shifts about the target’s bulk Doppler response. The ability to discern these
µD changes has offered means for enhanced target signature exploitation. One obvious
application of the µD information is target classification. Now in addition to other radar
response characteristics, we can observe, analyze, and exploit minute changes in the target’s
state. For example in [1], it is suggested that “From micro-Doppler modulations in the
engine vibration signal, one can distinguish whether it is a gas turbine engine of a tank
or the diesel engine of a bus.” For similar yet non-standardized targets, there is potential
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that there is enough µD signature variation that a specific target could be recognized as
implied by image-based gait recognition research [2, 3]. The µD signatures may be useful
in numerous other fields as well. For instance, the medical field could use radar analysis to
examine stride problems. Users for security purposes would be interested in recognizing
human activities such as walking, running, crawling, digging, etc.
While the µD signature contains a wealth of target information, the signature tends
to be very complex, containing multiple scatterers that overlap in Doppler frequency and
scintillate over an observation period. As such, automated analysis of the intermixed pat-
terns of time-varying Doppler profiles tends to be very difficult. While micro-motion radar
exploitation has been focused primarily on the µD phenomena, due to the relative ease in
collection, this tends to neglect the range dimension in which a target’s micro-motion, or
µR, may also be observed.
While numerous targets are currently being studied, one of the more popular research
areas is the study of dismounts, or humans. Exploiting human signatures offers many
challenges, including small range-rates, low RCS, and non-rigid target structure. The small
range-rates even when the dismount is moving parallel to the radar line-of-sight (LOS),
combined with the low RCS, makes distinguishing the dismount from clutter arduous. Once
the signature is detected, non-rigid body movement creates sophisticated signatures that
could contain shadowing, scatterer migration, and elaborate scatterer interaction potentially
resulting in unexpected radar returns.
Despite these challenges, dismount research continues to progress. For ease of collec-
tion, much of the current dismount research focuses on the µD signature or simulates the
returns from either computational electro-magnetics or theoretical returns from canonical
humans composed of simple scatterers. These same simulations allow for expected returns
of individual body components during a typical gait cycle to be estimated. The simulations,
however, tend to lack much of the stochastic target intensity fluctuations that we have found
to be present in measured data.
2
1.2 Contributions
While µD research continues to grow in numerous directions, the research described in this
dissertation has expanded the current body of knowledge with several distinct contributions.
First, µD exploitation is augmented to include µR processing. Second, the dismount re-
sponse has been efficiently modeled as a dynamic decomposition of canonical scatterers.
Third, an algorithm has been developed that exploits both the µD and µR measurements to
decompose the dismount signature into a set of salient physics-based features. Fourth, the
human RCS measurements are studied at X-band using measured data. Fifth, individual
body component RCS values are characterized. These contributions will be discussed in
this section.
While the majority of dismount research focuses on the µD concept, the µR domain
tends to be neglected. The advantages of µD-only research include both ease and low cost
of collection. However, the scatterers tend to smear together in the single dimension. For
instance, the human arm during a typical gait cycle is often hidden due to smaller RCS than
the torso and slower range-rates than the legs. The availability of high-resolution range data
enabled us to study dismounts in both the µD and µR domains. The µR domain adds a
dimension in which to resolve scatterers and potentially extract hidden scatterers such as
the arms. Additionally, as discussed later, the extra dimension improves automated decom-
position algorithm performance while providing a more thorough view of the dismount
phenomenology.
In terms of dismount signature characterization, there are currently two approaches.
First, signatures may be simulated from human animations. While being intuitive and cost
effective, the approach is subject to multiple issues. For instance, the canonical human
model innately assumes a model order, lacks random fluctuations, and limits scatterer mi-
gration. More complex mesh-grid human models can mitigate some of these problems but
are still limited by the accuracy of their electro-magnetic characterization. In the second ap-
proach to dismount characterization, scatterer trajectories may be estimated from measured
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dismount signatures. In contrast, this approach is more physically accurate, containing in-
tensity scintillations and scatterer migration. However, scatterer tracking and relating the
scattering centers to physical origins become difficult issues. While our new method for
modeling is categorized under the second approach, the addition of the µR domain enables
more accurate resolution of scatterers. Thus, we can obtain a more accurate characteriza-
tion of dismount scattering trajectories including number of scatterers, scatterer trajectories,
and scattering model type.
Multiple target signature decomposition algorithms exist. A number of these algo-
rithms assume rigid targets, which is not the case for many objects including humans. For
non-rigid targets, most of the decomposition algorithms just attempt to separate micro-
from macro-Doppler responses rather than decompose the signature into individual scat-
tering centers. Only one prior decomposition algorithm similar to ours is present in the
literature. The algorithm utilizes the Wigner distribution and Viterbi penalty function to
create trajectory estimates. The algorithm is only designed to operate in a single domain
(µD) making the algorithm more susceptible to problems near crossings, convergences, and
occlusions. In contrast, our decomposition algorithm exploits both µR and µD measure-
ments and associates the data using the expectation-maximization (EM) procedure. This
method results in an intuitive and physically-relevant trajectory model while also enabling
isolation and analysis of individual scatterer responses.
Human RCS studies can be separated into two categories: measured composite target
studies or simulated body component studies. Composite target studies look at the human
scattering return as a single target response. Thus far, results have only been reported at
76 GHz. The studies that look at body components are limited to electro-magnetic sim-
ulation. So, in addition to being the first measured X-band human RCS study, using our
decomposition algorithm, we are also able to isolate and analyze the RCS of individual
body components in measured data for the first time.
4
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this dissertation will be organized as follows. In Chap. 2, we conduct a
brief overview of pertinent results in the open literature and discuss the data utilized. In
Chap. 3, we present the decomposition algorithm and illustrate its usefulness by apply-
ing it to measured dismount data. The decomposed data offers means for studying and
statistically characterizing the RCS of individual body components. The procedure and
findings of the human RCS study will be presented in Chap. 4. The dissertation concludes





The purpose of this chapter is to place this dissertation research in context. This will be
achieved by examining relevant literature in Sec. 2.1. Additionally, the data set used in the
remaining chapters will be described in Sec. 2.2. These sections are intended to provide
the necessary background to understand the contributions of this dissertation.
2.1 Literature Review
In 2000, borrowing an idea from laser systems technology, Chen introduced the µD label to
the radar community in [4] and has further developed and reiterated the theory in [5, 1]. As
explained by Chen, “vibrations or rotations of structures in a target may induce frequency
modulations on returned signals and generate sidebands about the center frequency of the
target’s body Doppler frequency” [4]. The induced Doppler modulations are known as the
µD effects. Furthermore, as hypothesized in [4], the µD signatures may be potentially
powerful in target detection, discrimination, classification, and recognition.
This point is further illustrated in [5] with Chen’s presentation of a set of discernibly
different µD signatures originating from a helicopter, human motion, and car engine. In
fact, µD signatures are considered to be unique among target classes, even perhaps to the
individual target level as implied by human gait recognition research. With such a poten-
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Table 2.1: Table shows some of the more common primitive scattering centers. Table
comes from [18].
Primitive Scatter κ L γ
dihedral 1 L 6= 0 0
corner reflector 1 0 γ ∈ ℜ
cylinder 1/2 L 6=0 0
sphere 0 0 γ ∈ ℜ
edge broadside 0 0 γ ∈ ℜ
corner diffraction -1 0 γ ∈ ℜ
double corner diffraction -2 L 6= 0 0
tially powerful tool, µD research has grown over the last decade, expanding in development
of analysis algorithms, models, and applications for a myriad of targets.
Additionally, a number of other articles have been written extending the µD theory
and concepts to particular scenarios including Doppler [6], bistatic [7, 8] and multistatic
[9, 10] radar as well as step-frequency [11], continuous wave [12, 13], acoustic [14], syn-
thetic aperture radar [15], and millimeter-wave [16, 17] radars. We will briefly review the
open literature by first examining the critical background knowledge of attributed scatter-
ing center models and µD theory and then discuss µD analysis tools, signature modeling,
and exploitation.
2.1.1 Attributed Center Scattering Models
In 1962, Joseph Keller published a paper on the Geometric Theory of Diffraction [19]. The
paper offers insight and understanding into the way electromagnetic waves scatter when
incident upon corners, edges, and vertices. Among the important points made, Keller sug-
gests that the scattering response of an object is the summation of individual scattering cen-
ters assuming sufficiently small wavelengths. Under this assumption, a physically-relevant
model for a measured radar return, S (ω, k), may be constructed in canonical form as [20]
S (ω, k; θm (k)) =
NS∑
m=1
SΓm (ω, k; θm (k)) e
−j 4πω
c
rm(k) + η (ω, k) (2.1)
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where NS is the model order, SΓm represents the scattering behavior model of type Γm,
which is a function of the sampled frequencies ω and the pulse number k. The mth scat-
terer’s range is rm (k) during pulse k, while c denotes the speed of light and η (ω, k) is
additive white Gaussian noise. The observations are a compilation of radar signal returns
for pulses k = 1, . . . , NK and frequencies ωn for n = 1, . . . , NF .
Since Keller’s work, a number of primitive scattering types have been studied with
application to monostatic, bistatic, and synthetic aperture radar [21, 22, 18, 23, 24, 25]. In
[18], a generalized parametric formula was proposed:










Lm sin (ϕ− ϕm)
)
e2πωγm sinϕ (2.2)
where amplitude Am, curvature κm, length Lm, and orientation angle ϕm are all physics-
based target parameters. The parameter γm, which only takes on non-zero values when
Lm is zero, has no known physical meaning at this time. All of these target characteristics
along with the scatterer’s range may be elements in the parameter vector θm (k). Table 2.1
lists values for several of the more common scatterer primitives.
Practically, for radars working at short wavelengths and narrow apertures, a point-type
scatterer may be sufficient for modeling the scattering. As such, in many circumstances the
scattering behavior model may be simplified to
SΓm (ω, k; θm (k)) = Am (k) (2.3)
where Am (k) is the m
th scatterer’s amplitude at pulse k. The fact that a target’s scat-
tering response may be separated into a set of primitive scatterers plays a crucial role in
understanding the signature decomposition. Figure 2.1 depicts some of the more common
scattering types, segregated based on zero and non-zero length L. The fact that a target’s
scattering response may be separated into a set of primitive scatterers plays a crucial role
in understanding the signature decomposition, as will be described in the next subsection.
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Figure 2.1: The figure shows some common scattering types.
2.1.2 Micro-Range/Micro-Doppler Signature Phenomenon
A target’s motion may be represented as a combination of macro-motion and micro-motion.
The macro-motion describes the target’s overall translational motion. It would be the mo-
tion of the target if it were treated as a rigid body or point. As described in [1] “a target or a
structure on the target may have micro-motions, such as vibrations or rotations. The source
of rotations or vibrations might be a rotating rotor of a helicopter, a rotating antenna on a
ship, mechanical oscillations in a bridge or a building, an engine-induced vibrating surface,
or other causes.” Moreover, due to the physical constraints of the target, the micro-motions
oftentimes are periodic or quasi-periodic. For range-Doppler processing, macro-motion
may result in a shift of the observed frequency. The micro-motion results in deviations of
the observed frequency from the macro-motion induced Doppler shift [1]. Since the target’s
scattering response is the sum of the responses of individual scattering centers, the µD sig-
nature is the superposition of individual scattering centers’ Doppler effects. Similarly, each
9
scatterer follows a different trajectory based upon the target’s macro- and micro-motion.
Generally, the different trajectories result in varying radar-target ranges for each scatterer.
Thus, the µR signature is the composition of all the individual scatterer range paths.
More rigorously, (2.1) shows that the radar’s received signal may be modeled as a sum
of sinusoids with functional amplitudes, SΓm (ω, k; θm (k)). The phase of each sinusoid is a
function of range. Furthermore, over a sufficiently small observation period ǫ, target phase
may be linearly approximated with respect to time as






[rm (τ0) + (τ − τ0) vm (τ0)] , (2.4)
for τ ∈ [τ0 − ǫ/2, τ0 + ǫ/2) and where slow-time τ is the quotient of the pulse number k
and radar pulse repetition frequency ωprf . The approximation offers insight into the target’s
signature. The position of the target at time τ0 results in a phase slope proportional to the
radar-target range, while the target’s velocity results in a time-varying phase that induces a





. The target’s Doppler and range signature is
a collage of all of the scatterer paths. As such, the target’s signature is dependent upon the
number, relative locations, and motion of the scattering centers. All of these characteristics
are useful in discriminating between targets. For example, a method for extracting blade
numbers and lengths from a helicopter’s µD signature has been proposed to aid target
identification algorithms [26]. For this potential to be realized, there is a need for robust
algorithms, which can extract the individual scattering center responses.
2.1.3 Analysis Tools
A small number of automated signature analysis tools exist. For rigid targets, there are
algorithms for determining a target’s shape, size, and motion from range-only measure-
ments [27, 28, 29]. The algorithms make use of the rotational invariance of a rigid body.
However, as is the case with humans and animals, numerous targets that are being studied
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are non-rigid. For such cases, only a small number of µD feature extraction and association
algorithms have been suggested. In [30], one such algorithm was proposed for extracting
scattering centers from a single pulse using Wigner distribution-based instantaneous fre-
quency estimation. The data points are then associated across pulses using the Viterbi
penalty function to form path estimates. This algorithm relies on the assumption that the
instantaneous frequencies change slowly from pulse-to-pulse. Oftentimes, observed µD
signatures have gaps, scintillations, and quasi-random motion creating difficulties for such
algorithms.
Another type of µD feature extraction algorithm was presented in [31, 32]. The pur-
pose of this algorithm was to isolate the µD signatures from the target’s main Doppler
response. This was accomplished through the use of a multi-level (three or four) wavelet
decomposition. The varying levels of the decomposition allows for low-, medium-, and
high-frequency Doppler signatures to be separated and analyzed independently. As noted,
this procedure can be extremely beneficial in isolating periodic data and allowing for a
more accurate estimate of cycle frequency. While this algorithm is useful for isolation of
various frequency bands, its usefulness for extracting and associating physically-relevant
features of complex signatures with time-varying frequencies is limited.
In [11], a method was proposed for extracting the target’s scattering paths of rotat-
ing structures using the generalized Hough transform. Rotating scatterers induce shifts in
range and Doppler frequency that appear as sinusoids over a sufficient number of pulses.
The generalized Hough transform maps the image domain (in this case, either range-time or
Doppler-time) into sinusoidal parameter space. From the maxima in the parameter space,
estimates for the sinusoidal motion may be obtained and the features separated and ex-
tracted. The algorithm may be extended to account for functions other than sinusoids.
However, the algorithm relies on the observed signature being very closely approximated
by the fit-function chosen. Furthermore, since the algorithm is doing an exhaustive search,
it is impractical for fit-functions requiring more than four parameters.
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In addition to feature extraction algorithms, other signal analysis tools have been ap-
plied to µD phenomena. In [33], principal component analysis (PCA) was examined as a
method for µD signature decomposition. The decomposition was studied in the context of
classification. Particularly, the coefficients of the uncorrelated bases were studied as poten-
tial metrics for the classification of simple micro-motion including vibration, rotation, and
tumbling (a combination of translational and rotational motion). Due to the complexity of
most µD signatures, however, higher-order statistics tend to exist such that the uncorrelated
bases of PCA are not typically independent. As such in [34], Chen suggest that spatial and
temporal independent component analysis (ICA) may be a better classification metric. Un-
fortunately due to their relative immaturity and complexity, not many advances have been
made in specific µD analysis tools.
2.1.4 Target Modeling
To fully exploit the µD signatures, prior target knowledge also needs to be incorporated. As
such many target µD signatures have been analyzed and modeled. For instance, statistical
characterization of wind turbines has been developed with hopes of improved radar-turbine
clutter suppression [35]. Additionally, helicopters [4, 5, 32, 26, 36], car combustion engines
[5], rotating structures [5, 11, 37, 38], along with numerous other target µD signatures
[39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 14, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] have been studied.
The signature knowledge enables feature extraction, target model parameter estimation,
and derivation of other insightful target information. This additional information may be
exploited for a variety of applications. With numerous target signature studies available
in the open literature, we will limit the scope of this review to papers relevant to radar-
dismount phenomenology.
One of the earliest studies on radar-human analysis was conducted by Geisheimer
in [56]. In this study, µD radar data from a continuous-wave (CW) radar developed in [12]
and three-dimensional motion capture data for twenty participants was simultaneously col-
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lected. The dual data sets allowed for simulation and verification of individual µD signa-
ture components originating from the torso and each limb. The findings showed that the
gross target µD signature is, as expected, the superposition of these individual scattering
centers’ Doppler responses. They further verified that the leg tends to have a distinguish-
able trajectory due to higher velocities, while the torso tends to have a larger magnitude
response since it accounts for the majority of the body’s RCS. The study also showed that
arm motion is difficult to discern due to the intermediate velocity and small relative RCS.
Since this study, many other articles have highlighted similar findings. For example,
[5, 1] illustrate complex µD signatures of a human dismount. These papers point out the
superposition of scattering paths from the limbs and torso. In [57], Chen added further
insight into the complexity of the dismount signature. In this paper, the trajectories of body
parts were calculated from a human motion model. From the body component trajecto-
ries, the respective radial velocities and Doppler-frequencies were calculated. This further
verified the body location of the salient µD features.
While larger external target micro-motion can easily be observed in µD signatures,
some even more minute internal physiological movements are being researched as well.
In [58], the µD signatures induced from the subwavelength motion of human breathing
and heart beating are studied over the frequency range from 1-10GHz. As highlighted in
the paper, this technology could have great implications for search and rescue, medical
diagnoses and monitoring, as well as behavioral recognition.
In addition to signature studies, another important aspect of statistical characteriza-
tion is human body RCS studies. In many earlier dismount studies such as [59], the hu-
man body is modeled as a composition of cylinders and ellipsoids. By modeling the body
with these primitive scatterers, theoretical radar returns may be used to model the actual
body component’s RCS. While this is simplistic in implementation, the accuracy of such a
model is questionable due to the lack of sufficient RCS analysis of individual body com-
ponents. In 2005, as part of a pedestrian detection study for cars [60], the RCS of a human
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at 76GHz was researched. The findings showed that the average human RCS was about
−8dBsm at 76GHz. Interestingly, this study also examines different clothing and showed
that polyester-cotton clothes are more reflective than wool and nylon and that wrinkled
clothes tend to reflect more radar energy. More recently in [61], using the theoretical
returns of a canonical human, the human RCS is studied as a function of elevation and
azimuth angles.
The most comprehensive human-radar RCS model studies, however, have probably
been conducted by Dogaru. In [62], a three-dimensional mesh grid human with a uniform
dielectric constant is validated against a more sophisticated dismount model. The uniform
model allows for Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) electro-magnetic scattering anal-
ysis. Interestingly, the data showed consistent RCS with the model versus the sophisticated
human in the frequency band 0.5GHz to 9GHz except for frequencies near 1 GHz. The
“real” model has a deep null that is hypothesized to be due to radar waves penetrating the
skin and resonating in the fat cavity before the underlying muscle. In a subsequent paper
[63], “fit” and “fat” human models are studied at various frequencies (0.5-9GHz), azimuth
angles, and positions including standing, kneeling, and spread-arm posture. The results
showed that the total RCS is relatively indifferent to the various situations (with exception
to the 1GHz null) with typical values in the range of -10dBsm to 0dBsm. Moreover, the
scattering RCS distribution is shown to be well approximated by Swerling Case 3 at lower
frequencies and Swerling Case 1 at higher frequencies. Additionally, the authors suggest
that human detection will probably have to rely on Doppler signatures due to the lack of a
persistent salient feature of the motionless human.
Using the models acquired in the previous studies, Dogaru simulates human walking
using Maya (computer animation software) in [64]. The study allowed analysis of individ-
ual components of the body and revealed several non-intuitive insights into the radar-human
phenomenology. First, the study showed that the torso produces a zigzag Doppler signature
due to the accelerations and decelerations of walking. Secondly, the model showed nega-
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tive Doppler shifts for the limbs. Thirdly, when comparing the RCS of a human walking
with and without a carried AK-47, the RCS was less for the man with the AK-47 due to
hypothesized destructive interferences. This suggests that radar return magnitude will not
necessarily be a reliable criteria for weapon detection.
2.1.5 Human-Radar Micro-Doppler Exploitation
The majority of µD exploitation research can be categorized as either simulation [56, 59,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] or classification [33, 34, 71, 13, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. Much
of the open literature pertains to simulation. The simulation category may be further di-
chotomized by what is being simulated. Many of the research papers focus on simulating
µD signatures from human locomotion data [56, 59, 66, 67, 68, 70]. The locomotion
data may be measured, coming from motion capture analysis, or simulated from animation
schemes. Other research papers go the reverse direction, trying to animate human motion
from the µD signatures [59, 65]. We will look in more detail at a few highlights followed
by a brief discussion of human classification research.
As part of Geisheimer’s 2002 study [56], he simulated µD signatures of individuals.
He used collected spatial coordinate data of the body during the experiments. From the
spatial data, he was able to determine radial velocities of individual components of the
body. The velocity information allowed for a transformation to the Doppler domain. The
resulting µD signatures were the superposition of the individual Doppler components.
In 2003, Van Dorp and others published a paper for the animation of human locomo-
tion from measured radar data [59]. The animation used the parameter-based Thalmann
model. The three parameters (namely, cycle frequency, cycle length, and cycle phase) used
to drive the Thalmann kinetic model were estimated by minimizing the difference between
the simulated µD signature and the measured data. It should be noted that the simulated
data was calculated from the animation of a canonical body composed of 12 ellipsoids and
cylinders. The theoretical radar cross-sections of the ellipsoids were used to calculate the
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magnitude of the received signal. In 2008, Van Dorp refined this human animation scheme.
In [65], the µD signature is exploited to estimate in real-time the global Boulic human
walking model parameters along with the torso and leg state personification parameters.
This method avoided having to simulate the µD signature to find the parameter estimates,
allowing for a more efficient animation. Both methods were effective in animating human
motion from measured µD data. The resemblance to the actual human motion was not
examined, although it is assumed to be similar.
Also in 2008, µD data simulations were expanded to incorporate more human activi-
ties in [66]. In particular, µD signatures of a person walking, running, and crawling were
simulated. The gaming and animated movie industry’s human locomotion models were
used. The simulated results were then verified with a laboratory radar. The findings were
that the simulated signature patterns were consistent with the measured. In 2009, the same
author continued to expand the simulation capabilities. In [67], motion capture data was
used to simulate high-resolution range profiles. The data was then transformed to simulate
through-wall observations. Additionally, in 2009, the same author, Ram, simulated human
radar signatures in the presence of ground clutter [68]. The work of Ram has taken human
µD simulation from the lab to real world environments.
Classification of human motion via µD signatures is an immature research area, as
well, with relatively few open literature papers published. As mentioned previously, PCA
[33] and ICA [34] coefficients were examined as classification metrics with particular use in
classifying micro-motion as either rotating, vibrating, or tumbling. In [76], Yang verified
that ICA coefficients were potentially better at classifying human activity than the PCA
coefficients. Other classification metrics proposed include µD bandwidth [71] and other
target model parameters such as gait length, velocity [13], and stride rate [74, 75]. Multiple
such µD extracted parameters are used in [71] to classify seven human activities including
walking, crawling, boxing, and running. Despite the infancy of µD research, the benefits
can already be seen through early human signature exploitations.
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Figure 2.2: The paths walked by measured human subjects are labeled A through G.
2.2 Data Set
The data sets used in this dissertation were collected by Sensor Concept Inc. in June 2005.
The data contains radar returns of individuals walking various paths of the layout shown
in Fig. 2.2. The data was obtained using a radar operating with a center frequency of 10
GHz and a bandwidth of 4 GHz. The resultant resolution is approximately 1.5 inches,
sufficient for µR dismount exploitation as will be shown. The pulse repetition frequency
was 1 kHz. Additionally, the data was collected in a controlled environment with relatively
little Doppler clutter. The radar was located at a height of 168 inches looking down on the
subjects, as depicted in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The radar height and depression angles are depicted.
The raw radar data may be visualized as a two-dimensional matrix with each row cor-
responding to frequency samples of the returned signal and each column corresponding to a
different pulse. By computing the inverse Fourier transform (F−11 {·}) of a column, a range
profile is obtained as seen in Fig. 2.4. The range-profile agglomeration can be used to form
a range-time plot (top right of Fig. 2.4). Numerous range-Doppler data frames (bottom
right) may be formed by applying a time-frequency transform (TF {·}) across the range
bins. For our analysis, we choose to use the short-time Fourier transform (STFT {·}). It
should be noted that the STFT has a trade-off between spectral resolution and temporal
resolution. When larger windows are used, better Doppler frequency resolution may be
obtained while the moment at which it occurred is more ambiguous and vise versa. Other
time-frequency transforms, such as the Hilbert Huang transform illustrated in [79], can
avoid the STFT resolution trade-off. Regardless of the method, the application of a time-
frequency transform to the range-time data creates a three-dimensional (range, Doppler,
and time) data cube denoted by I0 (x, ncpi), where x = [f, r] denotes range-Doppler coor-
dinates. It is from this three-dimensional cube that features are extracted.
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Figure 2.4: Upper-left image is the unprocessed radar data. Upper-right image is the range
profile. Lower-left image is the frequency bins, Doppler frequency, time domain. Lower-
right image is the range-Doppler-time data cube. This is the cube from which the extraction
process extracts the data.
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Figure 2.5: The image shows half a human gait cycle in both the electro-optical and range-
Doppler domains.
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Within this 3-D data cube, physically-relevant scattering features are localized in
range-Doppler and may be efficiently extracted. This process is facilitated by the avail-
ability of a synchronized video feed, as depicted in Fig. 2.5, which allows range-Doppler
responses to be intuitively associated with components of the human body. As the limbs
move to their greatest displacement relative to the torso, their µD approaches the target’s
gross Doppler shift, as seen in the gait cycle snapshots of Fig. 2.5b and 2.5d. When the
limbs are closest in range to the torso, they reach their maximum velocities or greatest
µD offset as seen in Fig. 2.5a and 2.5c. Since the radar is known to be in front of the
human subject and looking down with a depression angle between 27.4◦ and 55.6◦, range
will further distinguish scatterer responses. For instance, there are two pairs of oscillating
scatterers – one pair at consistently shorter range than the other. The near pair corresponds
to the arms while the farther pair is the legs. The left and right limbs are ambiguous in the
RF domain but the video allows positive µD shifts to be associated with forward-swinging





The µR/µD human radar signature contains valuable target information such as gait length,
gait frequency, target speed, etc. The target information may be potentially exploited for
activity classification, individual recognition, and other target analysis. While containing
a wealth of information, the signatures tend to be complex containing numerous scatterer
crossings, scintillations, and occlusions. Given the complexity of scatterer interaction,
manual signature analysis can be tedious. This, combined with the need to analyze many
target signatures efficiently, leads to the need for an automated decomposition algorithm.
The discussed decomposition algorithm exploits both µR and µD measurements and is
comprised of four major steps: clutter-suppression, model order selection, NLS-based fea-
ture extraction, and EM-based scatterer association. These aforementioned issues along
with experimental results are presented in this chapter.
3.1 Clutter-Suppression and Micro-Doppler Filtering
The subsequently discussed feature extraction and association processes depend heavily













Figure 3.1: The figure shows the µD filterbank.
feature extraction process may estimate and remove peaks attributed to noise rather than
scatterers. If this occurs a sufficient number of times, the EM algorithm may fit trajectory
curves through the noise rather than the scatterer points resulting in poor scatterer trajectory
estimates. Thus, the decomposition algorithm’s performance is a function of SNR. In this
section, we will describe a µD filterbank which may be used to suppress stationary clutter
as well as separate macro- and micro-motion range data. The filterbank is also useful for
model order selection, scatterer segmentation, and pulse-by-pulse decomposition.
In general, the µD filterbank method enables isolation of the brightest point scatterers
from both macro-motion scatterers and micro-motion scatterers. The macro-motion center
frequency may be estimated from the target’s gross velocity via frequency or range-time
analysis. For the case when the gross velocity estimate v̂ is calculated, the center frequency
is given by fc =
2v̂
λ
, where λ is the radar wavelength. The bandwidth is set based upon radar
parameters and known target dynamics. For instance, if a target’s gross velocity normally
only deviates by ±∆v
2
over the observation period, then the macro-filter’s bandwidth is
given by BW =
2∆v
λ
. Except for a narrow zero-µD stopband filter for clutter suppression,
the remainder of the frequency band is the micro-motion µD filter. The µD filterbank is
depicted in Fig. 3.1, and the results are shown in the clutter-suppression and segmentation
of the macro-motion data (see Fig. 3.3) and micro-motion data (see Fig. 3.4) from the







































































































Figure 3.4: The isolated micro-motion data obtained from the µD filterbank may be seen
in this figure.
3.2 Model Order Selection
Determining the model order, NS , is a crucial step in obtaining an accurate and parsimo-
nious scattering representation. If the model order is too small, useful information may
be discarded as residual. On the other hand, if the model order is too large, terms may
be wasted on modeling noise and uninformative target scintillation. Either way, the model
is less than optimal. Additionally, the decomposition algorithm does not incorporate an
automated model order estimation scheme, thus the model order must either be known or
estimated prior to the algorithm application. In this section, we discuss a manual model
order estimation process.
3.2.1 Range-Profile Feature Extraction
The model order estimation applies the NLS algorithm to the data range profiles. By itself,
the NLS algorithm is excellent at estimating a single feature’s parameters from data. In
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order to obtain multiple feature estimates, the NLS algorithm may be applied to the data
with previously estimated scattering responses removed via the CLEAN algorithm [80].
The ith iteration of NLS may be expressed as




|Si−1 (ωn, k)− S (ωn, k; θi (k))|2 (3.1)
where
Si (ωn, k) = Si−1 (ωn, k)− S (ωn, k; θi (k)) (3.2)
such that Si (ωn, k) is the residual k
th pulse target response with the first i feature responses
estimated and removed. This procedure is performed for i = 1, . . . ,M , where M is greater
than NS . While the NLS algorithm is trivial to generalize to account for different scattering
types, the disadvantage of the NLS algorithm, is that implementation requires parameter
estimate initializations. In this case, though, the range may be initialized by choosing the
range bin with the largest peak of the kth range profile.
3.2.2 Residual Energy based Model Order Estimation
Using the above NLS watershed-like algorithm, the model order may be analyzed. To illus-
trate, consider the simulated data consisting of four scatterers with stochastically varying
amplitudes shown in Fig. 3.5. The data was simulated with NK = 1000 pulses and a pulse
repetition frequency of ωprf = 1 kHz. The bandwidth was 4 GHz, giving a range reso-
lution of about 1.5 inches. To determine the model order estimate, the NLS algorithm is
used to remove the ten largest peaks of each range profile. After removal of each peak, the
normalized residual energy may be calculated as
E (i, k) =
∑NF
n=1 |Si (ωn, k)|
2
∑NF
































Figure 3.5: The figure shows the simulated µR data


























Figure 3.6: The figure shows the normalized residual energy versus time plot. Around a
model order of four the slope becomes fairly constant and shallow.
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Figure 3.7: Average residual energy versus model order is shown.
Averaging across the pulses allows for a plot of normalized residual energy versus model
order to be created as seen in Fig. 3.6. In determining the model order, the objective is
to pick the point on the plotted curve where the noise rather than the target information is
starting to be modeled. This point of diminishing target information usually occurs at the
so-called knee of the curve. In this simulated case, the knee occurs around a model order
of 3 or 4. Selecting the knee should give an estimate of the model order and is suggested
for use when no prior target information is available.
The dismount scattering model order estimation was performed as discussed. Over a
thousand pulses were observed with the largest M = 15 scatterers from each pulse being
extracted. As seen in Fig. 3.7, the knee of the curve occurs around a model order of 8. As
suggested by Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, eight scatterers will model the four macro-motion and
four micro-motion scatterers. Moreover, based on Fig. 3.7, a model order of 8 scattering
centers may account for roughly 95% of the data, but probably less than that here. This
is due to the fact that not all of the brightest scatterers are physically relevant and will
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be ignored during the EM association phase. It should also be noted that not all of the
experiments result in a model order of 8, which will be seen in Sec. 3.5.
3.3 Range-Doppler NLS Feature Extraction
Utilizing the high-frequency point-type scattering model shown in (2.1) and (2.3), the fea-
ture extraction algorithm estimates the largest NS peaks in each range-Doppler frame. In
cases when a signal model is understood, the NLS parameter estimation method can es-
timate the signal parameters. This may be viewed as iteratively finding the NS scatterer
parameter estimates that minimize the squared-difference between the measured signal and
the expected model response,
























ω, k; θ̂i (ncpi)
)
is the modeled scattering response defined by the parameter set
θ̂i (ncpi). The minimizer of (3.4) is found by gradient descent with initial range-Doppler




which denotes the location of the peak intensity of Ii (x, ncpi).
Following the CLEAN approach [80], after estimating each scatterer’s parameters, the cur-
rent scatterer is subtracted from the frame via (3.5), and (3.4) is re-initialized with the
location of the next strongest peak. We repeat this process until NS peaks have been re-
moved. This process is computationally intense. However, it may be accelerated by ac-
cepting the initial range-Doppler location of the scatterer as the estimated location, thus
foregoing numerical optimization at the expense of accuracy. A mask is then placed over




The range-Doppler feature extraction method provides an ensemble of measurement tuples
(micro-range, µD frequency, and amplitudes). In general, the amplitudes of the scatterers
will stochastically vary. Since the scattering measurements are innately ordered by am-
plitude, oftentimes the ith measurement tuple, corresponds to different scattering centers
as a function of ncpi, thus requiring an additional step of association similar to multiple
target tracking. The proposed algorithm uses EM to sort the range-Doppler data set ac-
cording to scattering centers. To aid the EM algorithm, we first separate scatterers dis-
playing macro- and micro-motion, and we then further parse the micro-motion scatterers
to eliminate crossing range-time trajectories. The remainder of this section is organized
as follows. We describe the EM process applied to the macro-motion scatterers and the
two sets of micro-motion scatterers. We then detail the processes for separating macro and
micro-motion scatterers and for parsing the micro trajectories.
3.4.1 Expectation-Maximization
Following application of the NLS algorithm and the parsing processes described subse-
quently, a parsed parameter set, Θ̂, contains elements we seek to assign to a particular
salient feature. This organization could be achieved straightforwardly via the range and/or
Doppler estimates, if the two-dimensional range-Doppler trajectories of each scatterer fea-
ture were known. Likewise, if the correct associations were known, parameterized curves
could be fit through the range data points to estimate the feature trajectories. Unfortunately,
neither the correct curve parameters nor correct data point associations are known. In such
cases, the EM algorithm is useful. The EM algorithm is an iterative two-step process al-
ternating between an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization step (M-step). In this
particular problem, the E-step assigns labels to the parameter vector estimates based upon
their proximity to estimated feature trajectories; whereas, the M-step uses the previous as-
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sociations defined in the E-step to update estimates of the trajectories. The new scatterer
trajectory estimates are then used to repeat the procedure.
During the E-step, the EM algorithm attempts to find the “best” or “expected” labeling
of the NLS-estimated parameter vectors. Each parameter vector, θ̂i (k), is labeled with
a value q̂i (k) from the set L = {0, 1, 2, . . . , NS} where 0 represents no association, 1
corresponds to the first scatterer, 2 corresponds to the second scatterer, and so on until the
last scatterer NS . In order to determine the “optimal” labellings, a common association
scheme used in radar tracking known as gated Global Nearest Neighbors (GNN) will be
applied. An advantage to using gated GNN, is that the gating avoids potential outliers and
allows for the deviation-sensitive L2 norm to be used in the M-step. In gated GNN, the
objective is to find the associations from the set of valid associations for each pulse, Q (k),
that result in minimum total normalized distance for each pulse. The GNN optimization is
given by




C1 (r̆ (k; q̂i (k))− r̂i (k))2 + C2
(
f̆ (k; q̂i (k))− f̂i (k)
)2
(3.6)
where the label assignment vector is q (k) = [q1 (k) , q2 (k) , . . . , qNS (k)]
T
for the kth pulse.
The estimated range trajectory for the lth scatterer is r̆ (k; l) with corresponding Doppler
trajectory f̆ (k, l). The weights C1 and C2 are chosen to provide appropriate scaling to the
range and Doppler measurements. The rules for determining valid associations to populate
Q (k) may be summarized as follows [81]
• The normalized distance between the position estimate, r̂i (k) ∈ θ̂i (k), and the fit
function, r̆ (k; l), must be less than or equal to the gate, χg.
• A scatterer with only one range estimate meeting the gate criteria automatically has
that estimate associated to it, assuming no other scatterer is also singly validated with
the same estimate (in which case, the point is assigned to the closest scatter).
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• Each range estimate may only be associated to one scatterer.
• A feature with no scatterer trajectories within the gate has no estimate assigned and
receives label 0.
The set of valid associations, Q (k), is thus a subset of all association permutations. Fur-
thermore, the valid association set may change from pulse-to-pulse based upon the trajec-
tory estimates. Since the validity of all possible permutations are examined, the computa-
tional complexity of the algorithm grows rapidly with the number of scatterers and pulses,
making the gating rule a valuable tool for eliminating invalid associations early. Note also
that typically the trajectory estimate, r̆ (k; l), will come from the M-step. The classic GNN
association has good performance with low computational expense. For more sophisticated
association techniques, see [81] and [82].
The M-step attempts to find parameterized scatterer trajectory estimates, r̆ (k; l) based
on the associated feature estimates r̂i (k) with labels q̂i (k) = l . In order to achieve this
goal, a basis for the trajectory functions must first be chosen. There are multiple basis
options, each with different advantages and disadvantages. For instance, an nth-degree
polynomial (with basis functions given by φp (k) = k
p, p = 0, . . . , n) may be adequate
and computationally inexpensive for fitting translational motion. On the other hand, ra-
dial basis functions (given by φp (k) = e
−β|k−xp |, p = 1, . . . , n) may offer the flexibility
needed to fit multiple non-uniform scatterer range oscillations, while sinusoids (given by
φp (k) = sin (2πωpk) , p = 1, . . . , n) may parsimoniously model uniform oscillations. By
weighting the basis functions φp (k) with coefficients ĉ (p, l) and summing over p, a tra-
jectory estimate is formed (i.e., r̆ (k; l) =
∑
p φp (k) ĉ (p, l)). Thus after a basis has been
chosen, the task of finding optimal scatterer trajectory estimates is reduced to calculating
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the maximum-likelihood basis parameters. The optimization for this step is















which may be found via linear least squares. In the sum over i in (3.7), unassociated feature
ranges are skipped. These parameters will be used for the next iteration. The algorithm
continues until either a user-defined maximum number of iterations is exceeded or the
change in parameters from one iteration to the next is less than a predefined threshold.
The EM algorithm, in general, has many potential convergence points. Depending
upon the initialization, some of the resulting estimates model the data well, but many may
result in poor trajectory estimates. It is therefore imperative that the first associations and
trajectory estimates are thoughtfully chosen. However, the initialization scheme complex-
ity may be reduced by separating the different trajectories into smaller subsets. We propose
using post-extraction Doppler filters to separate macro-Doppler from the micro-Doppler
scatterers. In certain cases, the micro-Doppler features may be further separated by incor-
porating typical target knowledge. These steps will be discussed next.
3.4.2 Macro-/Micro-Doppler Separation
Separating the macro-Doppler and micro-Doppler features, greatly reduces the computa-
tional complexity of the EM algorithm. Oftentimes, the macro-Doppler signature will be
particularly simplistic containing no overlapping scatterer range trajectories, whereas the
majority of the signature crossings will be present in the micro-Doppler signatures. For
human-radar signatures, we have found that macro- and micro-Doppler features can be
cleanly separated by designating respective pass bands after feature extraction.
Given an estimate for the target’s gross macro-Doppler trajectory, f̆ (ncpi), the sepa-
ration process is straightforward. Post-extraction the data points may be categorized into
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feature subsets defined as macro-Doppler
ΘM =
{
f̂i (ncpi) ∈ Θ̂i (ncpi) |
∣∣∣f̂i (ncpi)− f̆ (ncpi)






f̂i (ncpi) ∈ Θ̂i (ncpi) |
∣∣∣f̂i (ncpi)− f̆ (ncpi)
∣∣∣ > BW , ∀i, ncpi
}
. (3.9)
where f̆ (ncpi) is the target’s gross Doppler estimate. The bandwidth, BW , is set based upon
radar parameters and known target dynamics. The bandwidth should be set large enough
to incorporate small target speed deviations but small enough not to include larger target
oscillations.
The macro-/micro-Doppler separation process should simplify the EM process for the
resultant subsets. Since the macro-Doppler signature should portray the target’s gross mo-
tion, the related range signature of the macro-Doppler signature should contain fewer scat-
terers (or at least no more scatterers) and few, if any, crossings in range. On the other hand,
target signatures corresponding to the micro-motion will contain the majority of range
crossings and gaps (partially introduced by the filtering) but will contain less scatterers
than the entire target signature. At this point, the EM algorithm can be applied to both data
sets. For less complex signatures, the EM algorithm may be applied at this point to the
macro- and micro-motion data points. For more complex signatures, however, it may be
beneficial to further segregate the micro-Doppler features.
3.4.3 Micro-Doppler Segregation
For targets displaying relatively consistent and periodic micro-motion that are well resolved
in range-Doppler, the EM algorithm can oftentimes be applied without further preprocess-
ing. In many cases, however, micro-motion data requires a more thoughtful initialization
if numerous scattering range paths are to be fit. Exploiting differences in µD measure-
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ments for scatterers at a common µR can eliminate range crossings and isolate individual
scattering paths before fitting, thus avoiding a complex initialization.
Our algorithm first segments the signatures temporally at instances of intersecting µD.















where n̄ is the center interval of the moving window of width K (assumes K is even).
N (n̄) is a window-dependent number of extracted frequency samples f̂i (ncpi), used to cal-
culate the variance and is in general less than the product NSK due to the elimination of
frequency samples during the filtering process. The length of K should be appropriately
chosen to accurately estimate the time of the frequency crossings while keeping the vari-
ance sufficiently smooth. The ith frequency crossings occurs at approximately n̂i, that is
at the ith local minimum of (3.10). For typical walking motion, range crossings occur be-
tween consecutive frequency crossings. The range crossings may be resolved by separating
the µD greater than the target’s gross Doppler from lower µD. Now for many targets, a
particular scatterer will alternate between the higher and lower µD. Thus, the frequency
separated data sets must be combined in such manner to contain all particular scatterer
measurements.
For dismounts walking normally, the physically-relevant scatterer data sets may be
formed by alternating between high µD during time period n̂0 to n̂1 and low µD measure-
ments during the following time period n̂1 to n̂2 and so on. For ncpi ∈ [n̂i, ..., n̂i+1] where
i is an even interval index, Θ̂i (ncpi) is an element of the first physically-relevant data
set if fi (ncpi) ∈ Θ̂i (ncpi) is greater than or equal to the target’s gross Doppler frequency,
f̆ (ncpi). Otherwise, Θ̂i (ncpi) is an element of the second data set. For odd interval indexes,
Θ̂i (ncpi) is an element of the first physically-relevant data set if fi (ncpi) ∈ Θ̂i (ncpi) is less
than the target’s gross Doppler frequency. Otherwise, Θ̂i (ncpi) is an element of the second
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data set.
Following this micro-Doppler signature segmentation process, the range crossings are
eliminated through the use of the µD measurements. It is at crossings and gaps that the
EM algorithm tends to make incorrect associations. By eliminating the crossings, the EM
algorithm should be more robust to the initialization used. If it turns out the macro-/micro-
Doppler separation and micro-Doppler decoupling have not simplified the signature enough
for robust association of target measurements, the signature may be further decoupled by
separating the paths using µR measurements. Since the range crossings have been elimi-
nated, this is merely a matter of range separation. For separated data sets containing two
scatterers, the range moving average of the each of the data set, r̆MA (ncpi), may be used
to separate the scatterers by grouping data points greater than the moving average and data
points below the moving average. When each scatterer’s measurements are isolated, appli-
cation of the EM algorithm becomes an iterative process of fitting the data and getting rid
of outliers.
3.5 Experimental Decomposition Results
Before applying the NLS feature extraction, the data must be filtered and imaged. As
stated earlier, the clutter-suppression is accomplished by eliminating scattering responses
with near-zero Doppler values. The data is imaged via the process outlined in Sec. 2.2
with the STFT utilizing a 32-ms window. The result is a data cube similar to the lower-
right image of Fig. 2.4. Once the data is imaged, the NLS algorithm is applied. Using a
point-type scattering model, the NLS algorithm extracts the amplitude, range, and Doppler
estimates of the brightest scatterers. Presumably, the extracted primary dismount returns,
represented by point responses, vary in location on the human body as the person moves.
These scattering trajectories form the dismount signature as discussed in Sec. 2.1.4.
After applying the proposed feature extraction method, the estimated range and fre-
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Figure 3.8: Doppler frequency, range, and time plot of the extracted points where the colors
correspond to relative amplitudes.
Figure 3.9: Range-time plot of macro-motion features displays a roughly linear trajectory.
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Figure 3.10: Post-extraction micro-motion limb data shows quasi-periodic behavior about
a linear trajectory.













Figure 3.11: Histogram of the first 4000 macro-motion data points provides trajectory in-
tercepts.
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Figure 3.12: The initialization of the macro-motion data along with the model fit may be
seen. The colors represent scattering center rather than relative amplitude.
quency parameters are plotted in Fig. 3.8. It is difficult to see discernible scattering paths,
though the decoupling process will aid this immensely. First, following Section 3.4.2, the
macro- and micro-motion data sets are isolated as seen in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 which are
consistent with Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, respectively. At this point, the EM algorithm (Sec-
tion 3.4.1) may be applied directly to the torso data with a relatively simple initialization
scheme. On the otherhand, the limbs data requires more decoupling. The macro-motion as-
sociation is initialized by fitting 4 polynomials through the data in Fig. 3.9. The lines have
roughly the same slope, which can be estimated from the velocity corresponding to the
macro-Doppler shift. The intercepts are determined by forming a histogram of the slope-
negated range estimates as can be seen in Fig. 3.11. The 4 largest maxima of the histogram
form the initial intercepts. The data points are then associated to lines using gated GNN.
Fig. 3.12 shows the initial association, which is improved via EM.
The oscillation of the micro-motion data requires a more thoughtful initialization if
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Figure 3.13: Moving variance plot minima correspond to frequency crossings.
numerous scattering range paths are to be fit. However, by using both the µD and µR data
as detailed in Section 3.4.3, paths may be isolated before fitting, and a complex initializa-
tion scheme may be avoided. This decoupling for human radar data starts by calculating
the moving variance of the µD data from equation (3.10), as seen in Fig. 3.13. The local
minima of the moving variance correspond to frequency crossings. Range crossings occur
between two consecutive minima. For a dismount, two limb scatterers have µD greater than
the torso Doppler (and two lower) over an interval containing a range crossing. Over the
next time interval, the µD frequency switches to lower. Thus to eliminate range crossings,
the data is separated into two groups. The first group is µD with frequency greater than the
torso Doppler response (macro-Doppler) and the second group is the rest of the µD data.
From target knowledge, we know to draw from alternating groups from one time interval to
the next. The result is two groups of non-overlapping data sets as seen in Fig. 3.14. At this
point, the EM algorithm would have an easier time converging to the correct fits. However,
an additional step of using µR to separate the scattering paths will further simplify the as-
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Figure 3.14: µD post-processing produces partially separated micro-motion data sets,
where range crossings have been eliminated. Notice each set contains similarly moving
scatterers. For a dismount, one set corresponds to a right arm and left leg while the other
set depicts the left arm and right leg µR signatures. It is difficult to resolve the two sets.
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Figure 3.15: From Fig. 3.14, additional µR processing further separates the scatterers.
The blue measurements are above the the moving average, while, the red points are be-
low. Given the scene geometry and target knowledge, the blue data points are further from
the radar and originate from a leg scatterer; whereas, the red points originate from arm
scatterers. Again, the ability to distinguish right from left limbs is difficult without more
information.
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Figure 3.16: Scattering signature for an individual walking path A, towards the radar at an
angle of 203◦ to the radar’s LOS.
sociation process. By calculating a moving average for each of the separated data sets, they
may be further dichotomized into µR data greater than the moving average and the data
below the moving average. An example of this is seen in Fig. 3.15.
This process may be applied to individuals walking the different paths shown in
Fig. 2.2. The results for 12 different data sets are shown in Fig. 3.16- 3.27 thus illustrating
the flexibility of the algorithm. However when in an individual is walking orthogonal to
the radar LOS, the signature is difficult to differentiate from static clutter and is eliminated
in the clutter suppression.
3.6 Decomposition Algorithm Summary
While a detailed study of radar parameters needed to guarantee algorithm performance
has not been conducted, it is possible to draw some conclusions. We will briefly look at
the radar’s center frequency, bandwidth, pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) and coherent-
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Figure 3.17: Scattering signature for an individual walking path B, away from the radar at
an angle of 53.1◦ to the radar’s LOS.

























Figure 3.18: Scattering signature for an individual walking path D, towards the radar at an
angle of 128◦ to the radar’s LOS.
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Figure 3.19: Scattering signature for an individual walking path E, away from the radar at
an angle of 343◦ to the radar’s LOS.






























Figure 3.20: Scattering signature for an individual walking path F, directly towards the
radar.
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Figure 3.21: Scattering signature for an individual walking path G, directly away from the
radar.





























Figure 3.22: Scattering signature for the second individual walking path A, towards the
radar at an angle of 203◦ to the radar’s LOS.
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Figure 3.23: Scattering signature for the second individual walking path B, away from the
radar at an angle of 53.1◦ to the radar’s LOS.
























Figure 3.24: Scattering signature for the second individual walking path D, towards the
radar at an angle of 128◦ to the radar’s LOS.
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Figure 3.25: Scattering signature for the second individual walking path E, away from the
radar at an angle of 343◦ to the radar’s LOS.






























Figure 3.26: Scattering signature for the second individual walking path F, directly toward
the radar.
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Figure 3.27: The scattering signature for the second individual walking path G, directly
away from the radar.
processing interval (CPI) parameters to hypothesize the effects on the decomposition algo-
rithm.
The decomposition has been shown to work with dismount signatures collected from
a radar operating with a 10-GHz center frequency. Adjusting the center frequency will
have a couple of foreseen effects. Our decomposition algorithm relies on the accuracy
of the GTD-based scattering models, a high-frequency scattering approximation. While
a minimum center-frequency has not been determined for the feature extraction to work
properly, the GTD model accuracy has been shown to be adequate at 10 GHz. Thus, for
higher frequencies, the GTD models are expected to have sufficient accuracy for good fea-
ture extraction performance. We would expect performance to degrade as center frequency
decreases.
The decomposition algorithm assumes sufficient time-bandwidth aperture to detect
both the µD and µR signatures. The radar’s range resolution, which is a function of
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bandwidth, must be adequate to resolve individual scattering centers. This task is target-
dependent, or more precisely dependent upon the range separation between scatterers. For
dismounts, a bandwidth of 4 GHz (1.5-inch resolution) has been shown here to be quite
sufficient in resolving target structure, while bandwidths much below 2 GHz (3-inch res-
olution) would be detrimental. This conclusion is based simply on typical human body
structure and gait mechanics.
The PRF and CPI should be thoughtfully chosen. The PRF needs to be large enough
to ensure the target’s Doppler and µD shifts are unambiguously determined. The CPI is
one of the more difficult parameters to determine. The CPI length must be large enough to
provide sufficient µD resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, while being small enough that
the scatterer motions may be linearly approximated. While both of these parameters are
target-dependent, experimental results have shown that a PRF of 1 kHz and CPI of 32 ms
are sufficient for dismounts at walking pace.
While our focus in this dissertation is the decomposition of a single human radar
signature, the algorithm could be extended to other targets. The radar parameters may
differ from target-to-target. Also, the decomposition algorithm may need modification as
well. Application to targets other than dismounts may require changing the GTD primitive
scattering type, EM segregation scheme, and trajectory basis functions. The algorithm will





In the previous chapter, µR and µD measurements were exploited to decompose high-
resolution human-radar signatures into constituent body components. The scatterers were
labeled based upon knowledge of scene geometry and scatterer trajectories. In many real
world applications, the scene orientation may be unknown making scatterer origin deter-
mination more difficult. Thus, there is a need for additional characteristics on which to
discern scatterer origins. One such criterion may be radar cross-section. RCS measure-
ments could be used to segment and identify individual body components. Additionally,
the RCS research presented in this chapter studies the human RCS at X-band and looks at
the individual body component RCS values, which may facilitate dismount sensing perfor-
mance prediction in future system trade studies.
It should be noted that the previously discussed feature extraction and association
process extracts data from range-Doppler images rather than from individual pulses. When
the STFT windows are allowed to overlap, correlation between amplitudes exists. For this
RCS study, we are interested in the scattering on a pulse-by-pulse basis to avoid introducing
artificial measurement correlation. Thus, the necessary pulse-by-pulse decomposition, and
subsequent calibration and distribution fitting, will be described in this chapter.
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4.1 Pulse-By-Pulse Decomposition
In order to introducing artificial measurement correlation, the NLS process is applied on
a pulse-by-pulse basis as described in Sec. 3.2.1. Application of the NLS algorithm over all
pulses results in the estimated parameter set, Θ̂ =
{
θ̂i (k) : i = 1, . . . , N̂S, k = 1, . . . , NK
}
,
where each feature vector θ̂i (k) includes a complex-valued amplitude Âi (k) and a range
r̂i (k). The new range parameters may then be associated to the range trajectory estimates,
r̆ (k), calculated in the EM procedure via GNN, to yield range and amplitude data on a
pulse-by-pulse basis. A final pre-processing step of calibration is required to relate the
extracted amplitudes to RCS values.
4.2 Calibration
To aid in this process, a triangular trihedral was positioned in the scene, with dimension
a = 7.6cm. The trihedral has a theoretical RCS given by





≈ −8.04 dBsm (4.1)
λ = 3cm is the wavelength corresponding to the radar center frequency. The extracted data
may be calibrated by scaling the returns according to the ratio of the theoretical RCS to the
observed trihedral RCS and accounting for range attenuation. Assuming a constant antenna
gain, which was insured by working with a sufficiently narrow observation area, the data
calibration formula may be derived from the radar range equation as [83]











where Aref is the amplitude of the observed trihedral response, and r̄ref is the average range
of the reference trihedral. Once the amplitudes have been calibrated, the RCS distributions
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may be fit to the normalized histogram (i.e., estimated probability density function (pdf))
of the squared amplitudes.
4.3 PDF Fitting











Scatterer Range and Amplitude














Figure 4.1: The top subplot shows the scatterer’s location and the bottom subplot depicts
the estimated amplitude.
When a single scatterer amplitude is plotted versus pulse number or time, the ampli-
tudes are seen to vary rapidly as in Fig. 4.1. Since the RCS values are stochastic in nature,
we seek to describe them via probability distribution. Specifically, we wish to classify the
scattering as exponential, Rayleigh, log-normal, or Weibull. These distributions are defined
in Table 4.1.
For each scatterer ensemble, the goodness-of-fit for each distribution will be mea-
sured. The χ-squared goodness-of-fit procedure, which compares expected and observed
number of data points for a given cumulative distribution function (cdf) bin, is a com-
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Table 4.1: The likelihood function, maximum likelihood parameter estimates, and expected
values for the tested distributions. Γ () is the gamma function.






































































mon approach. However, the procedure’s results vary with bin selection. Two metrics
– the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) – do
not require user parameter selection and encourage a parsimonious fit by adding a penalty
proportional to the number of parameters. The AIC of the ith scatterer is given by












likelihood value evaluated at the maximum-likelihood parameter Λ̂ given the vectorized
amplitude data set φ, where φi is the intensity of the i
th extracted feature |Ai|2. Similarly,
BIC is given by







where Nφ is the number of elements in φ, thereby penalizing free parameters more than
AIC. The cost functions of both AIC and BIC try to select the simplest distribution to model
the data. Our results show that the BIC and AIC metrics result in the same distribution
selection despite the differing penalty costs.
To determine the BIC metric for a given data set φ and distribution, the likelihood
function as well as the maximum likelihood parameters must be known or estimated. As
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is the pdf on a single measurement. The distribution parameters repre-








For many distributions, there are closed form expressions for the parameter estimates as
seen in Table 4.1. Other distributions, such as the Weibull distribution, lack closed form
solutions. For such cases, a numeric optimization finds the maximum likelihood parameter
estimates. The maximum likelihood value is then used to calculate the BIC metric. With
the optimal parameters and maximum likelihood values calculated for the given data sets,
the best fitting distributions may be chosen. It should be noted that despite the parameter
penalty function, the BIC metric tends to choose log-normal and Weibull over the exponen-




using the statistics of chosen distribution. The results are summarized in Table 4.2, Ta-
ble 4.3, and Table 4.4.
4.4 Statistical Characterization Results of Experimental
Data
First, we will examine each data collection’s results individually. Then, we will combine
data collections of similar paths. We will combine similar scatterers from each path and
characterize the scattering. Next, we will look at torso, arm, and legs scatterers general
scattering dynamics by combining all torso scatterers into a data set and all of the limb
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Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.2: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path A.
scatterers into respective arm and leg data sets. Lastly, we will combine all scattering
points into a single data set to obtain the scattering characteristics of humans in general.
The ultimate goal is to classify the scattering as the log-normal or Weibull distribution and
determine the expected RCS’s. Naturally, the following results are a product of the extrac-
tion process. For example, the feature extraction algorithm will not extract dim scatterers,
the association algorithm typically will not keep outliers, and some associations may be
incorrect. All of these issues will affect the results. However, large numbers of data points
are analyzed with hopes of mitigating these errors.
The first path we will examine is path A. For path A, the subject walks toward the
radar at approximately 203.5◦ off the line-of-sight (LOS). From observation of the electro-
optical (EO) data, all limbs are visible for the majority of the observation period. Similarly,
we observe 8 discernible scatterers (4 torso and 4 limbs) in the radar data. The first run’s
estimated range trajectories are shown in Fig. 3.16. In normal walking motion, the 4 limb
scatterers are seen in out-of-phase pairs (similar to what would be expected for the right
and left arms or legs). The estimated range trajectories depict one out-of-phase pair having
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Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.3: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path B.
a range similar to mid-torso scatterers and the other out-of-phase pair having range mea-
surements close to the lower torso. This seems to indicate that these scatterers are the arms
and legs. Using the synchronized EO video, we are able to further dichotomize the limbs
into right and left. Once the data origins are determined, the data’s intensity histogram and
statistical distribution fits are shown in log scale in Fig. 4.2.
The second path analyzed is path B. Path B starts where path A ends and the individual
walks away from the radar at about 53.1◦ off the radar LOS. The scene geometry results
in the body’s left side being occluded. There are momentary glimpses of the left arm in
the EO data. The extracted radar data show 4 torso scatterers and 2 limbs scatterers (see
Fig. 3.17). While the limb scatterers could originate from the arms solely or the right side
limbs, it is likely they result from the legs. The reasons for this hypothesis includes the lack
of support of the left arm occlusions in the data and lack of range separation expected for
the right arm and right leg. The data is statistically characterized in Fig. 4.3.
Path C has the individual walking orthogonal to the radar’s LOS. The µD signature
is difficult to resolve from the clutter. For this reason, this particular path is excluded
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Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.4: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path D.
from our research. Thus, the next experiment analyzed is path D. For path D, the human
walks toward the radar at an angle of roughly 128◦ off the radar’s LOS. Similar to path
B, we observe 4 torso and 2 limb scatterers. Using similar logic, the limb scatterers are
determined to be the legs. Since the legs are in general larger than arms and thus typically
have higher RCS’s and µD shifts, it reasons that the legs are observed over the arms. The
arms are likely hidden in both range and µD shifts by the torso scatterers. The statistical
characterization is shown in Fig. 4.4.
In path E, the individual walks at about 343◦ off the radar’s LOS. Again, we observe 4
torso and only 2 limb scatterers (see Fig. 3.19). Due to the lack of RF data gaps suggestive
of limb occlusion (which would be present if scatterers were the arms) and lack of range
separation indicative of the left arm and left leg, the origins again are likely the right and
left legs. The statistical characterization is shown in Fig. 4.5.
The next path examined is path F. For this path, the individual walks directly toward
the radar (i.e., 180◦ from the radar LOS). There is very little occlusion of the limbs, result-
ing in the observation of 4 torso and 4 limb scatterers. There are two out-of-phase pairs.
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Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.5: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path E.


































































































































































































Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.6: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path F.
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Run 1 − Intensity Histogram
Run 1 − Distribution Fit
Run 2 − Intensity Histrogram
Run 2 − Distribution Fit
Figure 4.7: The body part intensity histograms and best fitting statistical distribution are
labeled for path G.
Based upon the range locations of the scatterers, it is determined one out-of-phase pair are
the arms while the other are the legs. Using the EO data, the right and left limbs can be
determined. The intensity histogram and its best fitting statistical distributions are shown
in Fig. 4.6.
The last experiment to analyze is path G in which the individual walks directly away
from the radar (i.e., 0◦ from the radar LOS). Like the majority of the other paths, only
2 limb scatterers are observed in the extracted RF data, while 4 torso scatterers are still
observed as seen in Fig. 3.21. From the EO data, it is possible to see that the arms are
occluded when they cross in front of the torso, making the limbs most likely the legs. The
statistical analysis can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
We can further generalize our results to be independent of the direction-of-travel. For
this analysis, scatterers with similar origins are combined regardless of the path and run.
The histograms with respective fitted statistical distribution are shown in Fig. 4.8.
As exemplified using scene geometry and target knowledge, it is possible to deter-
mine the physical origin of a particular scattering trajectory. For instance, knowing the
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Figure 4.8: The histograms and best fitting statistical distributions are shown for each scat-
terer origin.

































Figure 4.9: The image shows amplitude-squared distribution for the torso, arms, and legs
scatterers.
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Figure 4.10: The image shows amplitude distribution of all human scatterers combined.






















Figure 4.11: The image shows theoretical RCS of a sphere (with 9cm radius), cylinder
(with 8cm radius and 50cm height), and ellipsoid (with 8cm radius and 50cm height) as





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































radar is located in front of and above the human subject, the closest scatterer with a con-
stant Doppler shift similar to the target’s gross motion probably originated from the head
or upper torso. Likewise, the farthest oscillating scatterers are probably responses from
the legs. In this manner, the human components can be labeled. Using the labels from
each individual experiment, we can combine all the scatterer responses originating from a
particular body part. This concatenation of similar scatterers responses are analyzed. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.8. Notably, some of the arm RCS values exceed those of the
legs, likely due to the radar depression angle. Normal arm motion may bring them closer
to broadside to the radar LOS than the legs, resulting in the higher arm RCS estimates.
Finally, more combinations such as all torso, all arm, or all leg scatterers can be analyzed.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10, and the expected RCS’s are summarized in
Table 4.4.
Our RCS values are significantly lower than the modeled RCS’s in [64] in which they
use 3-dimensional human body animation and AFDTD, a finite-difference time-domain
based software, to calculate the µD signature for a radar operating at 1 GHz. However,
our results are taken from actual measured data which has interference with other scatter-
ers; whereas in [64], the body components are animated separately and returns calculated.
In [64], they depict average RCS values of roughly −1.5, −10, and −15 dBsm for the torso,
legs, and arms, respectively. Our results are more comparable to the results and modeling
of [60, 59]. There, the average human RCS was found to be roughly −8.1 dBsm at a center
frequency of 76 GHz in [60]. Assuming RCS is inversely proportional to λ2, the returns
at 76 GHz should be 17.6 dB larger than at 10 GHz. This results in an estimated human
RCS of −25.7 dBsm at 10 GHz, which are more similar to our RCS range of −14 to −32
dBsm range. Additionally, in [59] the humans are modeled using simple scatterers such
as spheres, cylinders, and ellipsoids, for which theoretical RCS expressions are known.
These body element-sized, perfectly reflecting primitive scatterers have average RCS’s in
the neighborhood of −15 dBsm and are shown in Fig. 4.11. Our lower RCS values may be
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explained, at least partially, by attenuations due to shape, material, and aspect angle.
4.5 RCS Summary
In conclusion, we have been able to isolate and analyze the measured stochastic scattering
of individual body components. This has been accomplished by fitting well-known ran-
dom distributions to the measured data via the BIC metric. The log-normal and Weibull
distributions represent the stochastically varying RCS of individual body components well.
This may indicate that previous human dismount models that simply model the scatterers as
spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders, etc. miss the random fluctuations that are present in measured
data. Secondly, we have shown smaller RCS results for human scattering than previously
accepted values of 0 and −10 dBsm [60, 64], though scaling with respect to wavelength
may account for some of the variance. Our results for individual scattering components
appear to be lower than both the modeled components of [64] and the canonical scattering
of [59]. The reason for some of the discrepancies from [59] is likely due to attenuation
of clothes and skin that was unaccounted for in the other models as well as the depression




In this chapter, the dissertation contributions are reviewed (Sec. 5.1), the expected impacts
are discussed (Sec. 5.2), and future research directions are proposed (Sec. 5.3).
5.1 Summary
In this dissertation, an algorithm for micro-Range/micro-Doppler feature extraction has
been proposed. The algorithm makes use of µD and µR data to separate macro-motion
and micro-motion signature components. The NLS technique is then used to estimate scat-
tering parameters (ranges, frequencies, and amplitudes), and the scatterer trajectories are
estimated and associated to particular scatterers using an EM algorithm. The robustness of
the algorithm has been shown with measured dismount data of multiple individuals walking
numerous paths. The results showed a fairly intuitive model despite the complex crossing
of scatterers. Current results were obtained with a relatively high SNR, 10s of dB in most
cases, due to a short range data collection.
An RCS study of dismounts at X-band was also reported. Using the decomposition
algorithm of Chap. 3, we have been able to isolate and analyze the measured stochastic
scattering of individual body components. This has been accomplished by fitting well-
known distributions to the measured data via the BIC metric. The log-normal and Weibull
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distributions efficiently represent the stochastically varying RCS of individual body com-
ponents.
5.2 Impact
While the decomposition algorithm and RCS study studies formed the majority of this
dissertation, the research has expanded the current body of knowledge. First, µD exploita-
tions have been combined with µR processing. Second, the dismount response has been
modeled as a dynamic returns from point-type scatterers. Third, an algorithm has been
developed that utilizes both the µD and µR measurements and decomposes the dismount
signature into a set of physically-relevant features. Fourth, the human RCS measurements
were studied at X-band. Fifth, individual body component RCS values were characterized.
These contributions will be briefly reviewed in this section.
Prior to our research, the majority of dismount research focused on the µD concept
and neglected the µR domain. Our research has illustrated the advantages the addition of
µR data can offer. Namely, the µR measurements provide an extra domain in which close
scatterers can be resolved.
The utilization of both the µR and µD domains enabled the development of a robust
automated human signature decomposition algorithm. The decomposition algorithm has
been shown to segment the scattering response of individual human body components such
as the arms, legs, and torso. The individual response estimates together form a paramet-
ric dismount scattering model. The scattering model could be used to simulate accurate
human-radar data for future research. Additionally, the trajectories of various body parts
could be exploited to determine human activity, perform gait recognition, or execute other
target analysis such as an RCS study.
The RCS study described in this dissertation was unique in two aspects. First, it is
the first open-literature measured X-band human RCS study. This study could prove useful
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in future RF system designs for dismount sensing. Second, the RCS of individual body
components is analyzed in measured data for the first time. The data, as previously sug-
gested, could be exploited to determine scatterer origins when scene geometry is unknown.
Accurate scattering origins may be crucial for activity classification research.
5.3 Future Research
Our work has focused on the development of µR processing, human-radar signature para-
metric model, feature extraction algorithm, and dismount RCS characterization. There
are several natural extensions to this dissertation. First, acknowledging that the data was
collected in a controlled-environment at a short standoff distance, the next step would be
to apply the algorithm at longer range and in more realistic scenarios such as airborne
synthetic aperture radar or GMTI. Such an extension would require more sophisticated
clutter-suppression techniques and a number of decomposition algorithm modifications.
Secondly, little open research has been done attempting to discriminate humans with po-
tential weapons via radar signatures. This makes weapon detection a great area to improve
current knowledge. Additionally, exploitation research may examine classifying body parts
based upon trajectory and RCS measurements. Identification of individual body parts could
enhance human activity classification.
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